
Snyk & Quokka integration
Deploy high-quality, secure apps – faster

End-to-end AppSec from development to runtime

Deep mobile security analysis Earlier detection Fewer false-positives

Why Snyk and Quokka?

Benefits

Get comprehensive layers of mobile security analysis – for both app source code and compiled 
binary – with Snyk’s visibility into open-source vulnerabilities paired with Quokka’s mobile threat 
analysis. Developers benefit from earlier detection of zero-day exploits, with cross-validation of 
findings resulting in fewer false-positives.

Using dynamic, interactive and 
static analysis, including SBOM 
– for both app source code and 
compiled binary

Detect zero-day exploits and 
emerging threats in the SDLC 
in the local dev environment

Reduce the noise with 
fewer false-positives with 
cross-validation of findings

“Our integration with Snyk marks a significant milestone in our commitment to providing comprehensive mobile 

threat analysis for app developers. By combining Quokka’s expertise in mobile security with Snyk’s unmatched 

visibility into open-source vulnerabilities, we empower Security and Developer teams to navigate the fast-

paced world of app development with confidence.”

– Vijay Pawar  |  SVP of product at Quokka

With insights from Quokka’s mobile threat analysis, app developers can keep up with the accelerating 
pace of development and ship high-quality, secure apps faster – and protect their organizations from 
the long-term costs associated with security breaches and non-compliance penalties.
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How it works

Snyk Code scans mobile app source code 

Quokka runs static, dynamic and interactive tests against the 
compiled mobile app binary

Quokka shows correlated issues and presents them to developers 
for immediate remediation before app deployment
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Contact information

Ilya Dreytser Learn more at www.quokka.ioilya@quokka.io
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